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Welll, Hello Dawleyyy
The night of Tuesday November 10 is one which will not

soon be forgotten on the San Francisco waterfront. On*that
night Hastings' answer to the NATO mixed fleet took to the
high seas, as Hastings' first annual "Mutiny On the Bay"
commenced. The revelry started at approximately 8:30 as
the good ship "Ries Ipsa" slipped
awaited
from its berth amidst cries of dreaded end, the much
door
valuable
the
for
"Bon Voyage," "Vaya Con Dios,", drawing
beour
by
announced
was
prizes
my
"stop,
and
"
"good riddance,
Elwin,
John
President,
loved
date's on shore."
When finally out on the rough whose voice was barely discernand surging waters of untamed ible above the cheers of "hurrah
San Francisco Bay it did not take for Elwin," "Elwin's our boy,"
myotl.
the hardy legal eagles long to and "gimmebc
get their sea legs, nor did it take
large
them long to f igure out the First prize was a rather
meaning of the word "grog." On balloon in the shape of a tiger
the theory that music soothes 'that when punched would bounce
the savage beast, the world re- back. Later in the evening the
nowned "Hastings Hotfingered balloon knocked out two people
Five minus Two" gave forth with and scored a TKO over a third.
Second prize, a gallon of wine,
novel renditions of the country's
latest hits, but were stumped by was won by a personal friend of
a request for "Mama's Little Mr. Elwin. Later, while he was
Baby Loves Shortbread," that cleaning out his long sleeves,
Mr. Elwin was asked if there had
great Nelson Eddy standard
Highlight of the evening was a been any favoritism. Setting
Of down his wine glass, he stated
rendition
heart - warming
"What'd I Say" by Mary Ander- that Mr. Booth had won by sheer
son. While the dulcet tones of chance. Among the other prizes
Marvs voice filled the ship, four awarded to the budding young
attorneys and their dates was an
jumped
unidentif ied persons
overboard, a Matson Liner ran "Elvis Presley Guitar" invaluable
aground, the presidio was put on for trial practice, a box of candy
standby alert and a man in Ti- with which to soothe disgruntled
buron complained of a howling clients and "building blocks" for
cat. In an interview with Mr. An- a do-it-yourself office.
As all good things must end
derson after his debut he denied
any intentions of going on the so this legal venture into the in-,
tricacies of maritime law had to
night club circuit saying, "If Ray
Charles keeps out of the legal come to a close, and, as the valiant "lies Ipsa") neared shore,
racket I'll keep out of his."
As the evening neared its there was much nostalgia. Many
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one last breath of salt air, and
many more "one last drink." The
wonderful spirit of the voyage
was perfectly expressed by the
words of that Old Salty skipper
when he stated "Where'd those
eleven bottles come from?"
.- Continued on Page 7

The second annual David E.
Snodgrass Moot Court Competition has passed the half-way
mark for the delivery of oral arguments. Second year student
participants have argued before
such jurists as Justices Bray,
Peters, and McComb of the California Supreme court, while attorneys such as Melvin Belli, Lou
Ashe, and David Glickman have
appeared on the Hastings bench
as Associate Justices.
On display in the foyer of the
College is a sampling of the excellent prizes to be awarded the
winning participants at t h e
Awards Ceremony here on December 18, 1964. The prize list
includes a complete set of Witkin on California Law, McKinney's California Digest, and sets
of the LAMARC Guide to the
California -Codes. These a n d
other prizes will be awarded to
the winning students for proficiency in oral argument and legal brief writing.
The Awards Ceremony will be
highlighted by the naming of the
participant deemed most proficient overall in the competition.
The name of the winner will be
engraved on the David E. Snodgrass Memorial plaque in the
f oyer.
Featured speaker at the annual
Moot Court Awards Presentation
this year will be newly appointed
General
Attorney
California
Thomas C. Lynch. The Moot
Court Board feels extremely
honored to have Mr. Lynch take
time out from his busy schedule
to make the presentations. The
awards will be made on Friday,
December 18 in classroom B. The
Attorney General's appearance
will continue the Moot Court
Board's custom of having distinguished and honored members
of the legal profession participate in the program in memory
of the late Dean, David E. Snod-

PORTRAIT OF LATE
DEAN UNVEILED
INLAW LIBRARY

PICTURED ABOVE at 'recent unveilings are (from left to
right) Chief Justice Roger J. Traynor, Alumni President Gray-.
son L. Price, Dean Sammis, and Justice A. F. Bray, Vice Presi-S
dent of Hastings Board of Directors.

Friday, November 20, an oil portrait of our late Dean
David E. Snodgrass was unveiled at ceremonies in the college library. Dean Snodgrass was the originator of the celebrated "65 Club," feeling that age helped instead 'of hindered
in the teaching of the Law. Keeping this in mind, the Dean
travelled extensively throughout the country in search of
competent teachers with which to form one of the most
distinguished law faculties in the nation. The building in
which the College is presently housed is also a result of the
late dean's perseverance, and is a far cry from the old inadequate location on Van Ness Avenue.
The ceremonies were begun
by the Honorable A. F. Bray, retired State District Court Justice,
and Vice President of the Board
of Directors of Hastings, who introduced Mr. Grayson Price,
President of the Hastings Alumni
Association. Mr. Price presented
a brief biographical sketch of the
late dean, recalling his personal
association with Dean Snodgrass,
and praised the tireless efforts of

"To have been associated with
Dave Snodgrass was a privilege
and a great education in law college administration. To be as
able is a challenge for any dean.
I only hope I can meet the challenge." Dean Sammis further described David Snodgrass, "This
was a man, all in all, there will
never be another like him."

in procuring the portrait to be
unveiled.

The portrait was made possible
through the donations of the

Chief Justice Traynor

out the country. Present at the
dedication were such distinguished Hastings' alumni as Sidney M. Ehrman, class of '98, and
Edgar T. Zook, class of '04. The
portrait itself was the work of
Emil J. Kosa, Jr.,. prominent
Southland artist.
-Continued on Page 6

Mr. Max Jameson of Los Angeles

ATTORNEY General Thomas
C. Lynch to be the guest
speaker at the Annual Moot
Court Competition Awards.

The unveiling of the portrait
was followed by a dedication by
Chief Justice Roger J. Traynor
of the California State Supreme
Court. and President of the
Board of Directors of Hastings.
Chief Justice Traynor praised
Dean Snodgrass' many accomplishments and his ceaseless efforts in giving California a truly
foremost law school. The dedication was the Chief Justice's
first official act as President of
the Board of Directors.
Dean Sammis, long an associate and close friend of his
predecessor, offered a more personal tribute to the man he knew
so well. Of the late dean he said,

Alumni Donation

Attention First Year
Students
All applications for registration as a Law Student must be
filed with the State Bar by Dec.
21, 1964. Failure to do so will
result in a fine and may result.
in suspension from school. Take
note and act accordingly.
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by PROFESSOR MARVIN J. ANDERSON
Registrar, Hastings College of the Law

Law School Placement Programs are as diversified as the law schools themselves. Generally speaking, such programs can be classified into three broad categories: (1) The rather informal program
found in many small and medium size schools, (2) The Clearing House approach which is basically an
impersonal program of advising by a bulletin board, job opportunities called to the attention of the
school, and (3) The Positive program of a contact and development of job opportunities and fitting the
applicant to the prospective employer. In other words service to both practitioner and graduate.
While it can be safely said
easy task. To properly achieve the proper individuals, a n d
that all law schools have recogthis goal places demands not prompt and courteous disposinized the responsibility, in varyonly upon the administration and tion of all placement inquiries
ing degrees, of training their
faculty, but on the alumni and and requests. A great deal of
students for legal competency,
student body as well. It required information is secured from local
very few have given similar
a knowledge and insight that is bar associations, alumni groups
thought to the problem of fitting
time consuming. One must know and other agencies.'
their graduates into the legal
well those who propose to enter
At the present the Hastings
profession. The legal profession
the portals of the legal profes- Placement Office has divided its
plays a vital role in our contemsion. While a great deal of this program into the following cateporary society. The recognition
can be accomplished through ad- gories: The Senior Placement
that legal education is a traintechniques and in the Program-here effort is concenmissions
ing for leadership- should eninterchange of student-faculty trated on campus interviews. To
courage significant self-analysis
relationships, it requires more date some twenty-six firms have
in the marketingr of the fruits of
than is usually considered. The participated; and with an addithese endeavors. Surprisingly,
greater the knowledge of the tional twenty scheduled for the
the nationally recognized law
student the more meaningful the immediate future. A Special
schools have evidenced more
placement program. Intelligent Background Program involving
concern with the placement of
and persistent effort is required
students with special interests,
their student body, and have felt
such as patent law, tax work, and
it a part of their total responsi- to know the student's academic
competence, his goals, motiva- international law; such students
bility in a much greater degre
than their lesser known contem- tions, aspirations, and attitudes. with engineering, accounting,
poraries. Too many of our law Hastings has a vested interest in chemical backgrounds are given
school reflect a naivete in this the future potential of each in4pecial attention.
area. Many seem to share a
rather mystical feeling that their dividual passing through its
Summer Program
students have been "called to the doors. The same degree of care
The
second major category inand concern is essential in placelaw", as if divine approbation
cancels any necessity on their ment policies as in admissions volves the Summer Observation
part. The result; bewildered and curriculum. Also if it is to Program; contact is made with
graduates are thrust out to shift be fully relevant it must em- firms throughout the city and
for themselves. The school's brace the entire student body.
conscience mollified by the sing- Certainly with ever higher en- state interested in students who
trance requirements, more rigor- have completed their second year
ing of the hymn, "God will take
care of you." A law school that ous academic demands, the grad- and are looking for summer
is sensitive to the responsibility uate of the accredited law school
work. Financial arrangements
deserves the best efforts of the are made between the student
to both student and practitioner
will make a diligent effort to school in an area which is so and the firm. The firm agrees
improve the channels of commu- vital to both school and profes- to submit an evaluation report
nication between the two and Sion.
on the student's work to be used
thus improve its own public
as a basis for possible post-grad.
The Hastings Progra,
image.
uate employment and as a guide
The Placement Office recog- in conferences with the placeHistorical Misconceptions
nizes first of all that it has a ment office.
The third major category inThe widely held misconception responsibility for service to all
that Law School Placement pro- the graduates of this institution. volves the graduate -pre-admittee;
grams are unnecessary based It recognizes a responsibility for the student who has taken the
upon the argument that the early guidance and cooperation on a state bar examination and is
law schools failed to see such continuing basis, not only to the waiting for the results. The preadmittee program is gtared to
need, goes to a failure to dis- current graduate and its alumni,
tinguish between the early but to the entire student body. present to interested firms the
schools and the present day The office is interested particu- merit and value of employing
law school. T h e first 1 a w larly in the second year student the graduate as a law clerk im-,
schools reflected the judgment who is looking for summer posi- mediately after taking the bar,
vaqlue that law training could tions with law firms that will pointing out the value of familianrizi7;ngCSthea gradurII-qae1with+It ofasisQmiQv;"n achieng g"reae

It was a part of the learning-bydoing process of the apprentice
system. The transition from the
academic to the practitioner
It
was not applicable.
was not until the academic training of lawyers became predominate, where the prospective attorney came not from the law
offices,, but from colleges and
universities, and when law was
learned not as the living law,
but an academic version of it,
that we find the necessity of
placement developing.
As we have indicated, the purpose of the modern law school is
the training of men for the legal
profession. This is its obvious
responsibility. Is not the placing
of these people also a part of that
responsibility? This is not an

local; or into some entirely nonlegal business, is a problem that
is often fraught with indecision
and uncertainty. Needless to say,
the student who resolves these
uncertainties at any early stage
has a great advantage. If the student has resolved this problem;
has a keen interest in legal work,
loves it and feels that he has the
ability to succeed in it; usually
achieves a satisfactory solution
to his employment problem.
The Placement Office at Hastings recognizes any placement
program worthy of the name requires a persistent continuing attention to its mechanics. This
means the gathering of accurate
current information of job -opportunities, its dissemination to

tic record,

extra-curricular activities, personal background,
evaluation reports by the faculty,
and if employed, by firms on a
part-time basis are included. The
Placement Office also expects a
great deal from the students in
terms of cooperation, such as the
submission of a carefully considered "resume", and information on employment opportunities in areas of which he is
aware.
The acceleration and promotion of an aggressive on-campus
interview program is a vital part
of an effective placement program. This involves a careful
listing of applicants qualified for
the interviewer's offering, and
a thorough preparation in terms

Professor Marvin Anderson, Associate Professor of Law
and newly appointed Registrar at Hastings College of the
Law., comes highly qualified for his new post. Prior to his
arrival at Hastings, Professor Anderson was Professor of
Law at California Western- Law School at San Diego. He
was instrumental in getting that law school accredited as an
approved law school by the American Bar Association. Professor Anderson was also a moving force behind the conception of the La Balanza, newsletter of the California
Western School of Law. Born in 1915., Professor Anderson
holds Ph.B. and LL.B. degrees from the University of Wisconsin. He has taught Property, Decedents' Estates, Constitutional Law, Community Property and Seminar in Land
Use Planning. Professor Anderson is a member of the Wisconsin and American Bar Associations.

of facilities, promptness and regularity of interview schedules;
resumes submitted on each interviewee well in advance of the interview. Conversely, the student
should also know something
about the type of firm, nature
of its practice and other relevant material. These are extremely important as the impression that is made in an interview is probably more important
than any other single factor in
getting a position. Here care
should be taken as to personal
appearance and manners. It is
important for the applicant to
keep in mind that self-confidence and assurance are prime
requisites. Regardless of the
weaknesses that one may feel he
has, a Hastings man has been exposed to a superb legal education and has many abilities and
qualities of great value to the
prospective employer. Remember that one is a professional
man talking to a professional
man. Frankness and accuracy
are the criteria of such individuals. Success in getting the position., will depend not only on
your law school grades (which
admittedly are extremely important) but also on your maturity,
personality, contacts, and how
you "sell" yourself. All law firms
are interested in the impression
a man makes; his character and
integrity, his interest in the law,
his ability to get along with
people, his common sense and
judgment and- his initiative and
resourcefulness. Keep in mind
that most firms are trying to
hire future partners, not mere
law clerks, and are looking for
qualities that give a man a high
potential for future success.
To be truly effective, the
Placement Office must include
every student and graduate.

You are a part of the Placement Office and your responsibilities do not terminate with
your own placement. K e e p
your placement data up-to-date.
Notify the Placement Office if
you secure a position, or hear of
other openings. Remember your
f ellow students.

Essential Need
While the above program is a
brief sketch of the goals, philosophy and procedures of the
Hastings Law Placement Office,
it must be kept in mind that the
essential need is a recognition of
the continuity of the responsibility of the law school, the student, and the graduate embodied
in the name "Has tings". If the
legal profession is to maintain
and increase its posture of influence in modern contemporary
society, it must continue to
recognize that the profession is
a public profession, that lawyers
are public servants, and that the
law schools have undertaken the
awesome responsibility of exercising leadership in an increasingly complex society which by
its very nature demands the best
in creative thinking. It must
r,;;-ognize that placement is the
key to the proper servicing of
the legal profession, that no discipline is superior to the individuals that comprise it, and if
the law school is to fulfil its
function as an incubator of the
practicing bar, it must developa meaningful a nd. effective
method of assuring that its products are fitted into the profession. Lawyers of maturity, professional competency
embued
with a thorough understanding
of the political, social and economic institutions of this nation
are the one best hope of a
people committed to a government of laws.

Mivmkor
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I tacks Doalt 'Alum''at'Pltc
The Hastings Law Journal is off to a vigorous sixteenth
year of publication, as we have seen by the recent appearance of the first issue for the year. Plans are set for three
more issues this year. The November issue will be- on
mechanic's liens, under the editorship of John Till, issue
editor. This issue will be concerned primarily with California law as mechanic's liens are based on statutory provisions
and the laws of one state furnish more than adequate material for a full issue without straying into other jurisdictions.
The February issue will be dievoted to the vital topic of integration. Jerry Abbott will be the
editor for this issue. Several of
the subjects anticipated are the
following: segregation in the
building trade unions, segregation in cemeteries, by a Negro
editor of the Bancroft-Whitney
Company, and an article on the
philosophical aspects of non-violent resistance to segregration.
The final issue for the year, to
be published in May, will be
edited by Mike Welch and will
be devoted to un-incorporated
non-profit associations.
This year's Law Journal staff
consists of a record number of
fifty second - year students, engaged primarily in writing for
the Journal, twenty-three thirdyear staff members, and an Editorial Board consisting of thirteen third-year students who
lead the year's efforts.
Professor Albert J. Harno, who
returned this year from, a fouryear absence from Hastings, is
the Faculty Advisor to the
Journal. Professor Harno served

PHI DELTA PHI
Formal rushing was concluded
with a recent pledge dinner at
the American Legion Hall on
Taraval Street. The evening was
a hugre success and judging by
the turnout somebody must have
had a grood time. The fraternity
is pleased to announce that as
a result of planned and well executed rushing programs, fiftythree new men have been asked
to join Pomeroy Inn of Phi Delta Phi.
Since our. last communique,
the Inn has enjoyed several outget-togethers.
social
standing
Among some of the parties was
our bash at the Swedish American Hall, the Larkspur affair,
and several deals at Harringtons.
The Fall schedule will come to
an end Big Game weekend when
we have our joint party with Cal
Phi Delta Phis over at Berkeley.
The fr-aternity extends best
wishes to the student body for
a very merry Christmas, happy
Thanksgiving and luck to First
Year students during conditional examinations.
PHI ALPHA DELTA
Temple Chapter of Phi Alpha
Delta has just completed a highly successful rushing program
having extended formal bids to
40 fortunate 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
year students attending Hastings.
The highlights of our Fall Social program included: a Sunday Bar-be-que at Justice Worthington's Sonoma Villa, cocktail
parties hosted by Brothers Nervo and Jarnagin at their'respective homes, a Beer Bust in Golden G a t e Park, our annual
Hamm's Brewery function, as
well as luncheon gatherings at
which noted members of the faculty have spoken on subjects of

as advisor to the Journal when
he was here at Hastings several
years ago and was instrumental
in the development of the unique
single-topic format of each issue
of the publication and he helped
institute the Advisory Committee, composed of prominent
members of the legal profession
in California. Professor Harno's
background in law journal work
is enriched by his past service
on the Board of Editors of the
Yale Law Journal and his instrumental role in the founding of
the University of Illinois Law
Forum.
In addition to their editorial
duties, the staff of the Journal
finds time f or a couple of social
events each year. Recently the
staff enjoyed the first annual
Law Journal Gala at the Drinking Gourd. At the end of each
year there is a banquet, attended by the staff and faculty. At
this annual banquet, the editorial board for the following year
is announced.

present interest in the field of
law.
Speakers' program
P.A.D.'s
was successfully launched in
early November when Assemblyman Willie Brown addressed the
Chapter at a dinner in which he
discussed his views of Negro ascendency into the main stream
of American life.
Invitations are now in the mail
to all alumni for our Christmas
Cocktail Party to be held at the
Golden Gate Yacht Club on Friday, December 18 beginning at
8 p. m.
HELP WANTED
Delta Theta Phij the smallest
legal fraternity at Hastings, is
on the verge of extinction. There
are only two national members
at Hastings.
We are ready to turn the entire fraternity over to any group
of students. We have all the
paraphernalia needed for the
fraternity including membership
forms, robes, pledge cards, bank
accounts, exams, outlines, etc.
The fraternity will be yours to
run in any manner you choose.
Any individual or group of individuals who are now interested
in taking, over the fraternity
please leave your name, phone
number, and section number in
the Delta Theta Phi mail box (located in the -Associated Students
of fice).

NOTICE
The annual Hastings G o I f
Tournament, scheduled for November 11, has been cancelled.
Participants should see Ralph
Temple for reimbursements.

-Reprinted from the Boalt Hall
Writ.
Encouraging news for the class
of '65 has recently come to the
attention of the Dean's office.
Arnee James' Dill, a night janitor
at Boalt who retired in 1963, has
passed the Arizona Bar exam,
and is now associated with a
prominent firm specilizing (sic)
in corporate work in Flagstaff.
Dill went to Arizona because
his rather informal education required him to choose a state
where graduation from a threeyear law school was not a requirement. Indeed, he had difficulty in convincing the Arizona
Board of Bar Examiners that his
two years of janitorial training
at Anaheim Junior College were
sufficient to satisfy college requirements. He had, however,
finished the eleventh grade at a
regular high school, receiving
his diploma at Fort Sill, Oklahoma, with (sic) the Army.
Possessed of a near photographic memory and keen eyesight, Dill learned most of his
law by the simple expedient of
"Readin' the blackboards before
I erased them and glancin' at old
summaries and lecture notes,
while I swept them up after finals." While never having attended an actual class he said,
"I learned a lot by just listening
to the fellows talk over the cases
in the halls."
The erstwhile janitor further
stated, "I'm thankful I was Working at Boalt because they don't
teach much California law there.
This helped a lot in taking the,
Arizona bar. I also have to thank
Dean Newman for letting me
leave a little early last summer,"
stated the new attorney, "that
way I was able to take a job as
janitor at Wick's."
His favorite' professor was
Cole, because, "The notes from
his class were so clear that I
could read them and sweep them
without slowing down too much."
AhM The lamp of learning and
all that

Bar is located on Market St.,
open from 6 am, until 2 p.m.,
mixed drinks 40 cents, beer a
quarter.

PROF. McLACHLAN
At Us OF CINCINNATI
James A. McLachlan, Professor Emeritus of the Harvard Law School, and past
Professor of Law at.Hastings,
has been appointed Visiting
Professor of Law at the University of Cincinnati. Professor McLachlan taught at Harvard f or 36 years, and has recently taught at Rutgers Law
School.
Professor McLachlan h a s
been a member of the National Bankruptcy Conference,
and has drafted amendments
to the Bankruptcy Act and the
Resale Price Maintenance Act.
He has edited two editions of
Cases on the Federal Bankruptcy Law, a n d co - edited
several editions of Cases on
Creditors Rights. In 1956 Professor McLachlan completed a
treatise on Bankruptcy.

The Hastings Democratic Club
has outlined an active program
for the winter after hard work
during the fall political campaigns.
Scheduled for the future are:
A beer bust, in conjunction
with the San Francisco Young
Democrats, on Dec. 11, place to
be announced.
Periodic presentation of speakers and debates at Hastings, open
to the entire student body.
Continuation of Political Action Chairman Isador Bornstein' s
workshops,
political
evening
limited to members only.
Past activities have been:
Presentation of Chet Duncan,
regional
California
Northern
CORE director, Hal Dunlevy, San
Francisco pollster, and Walter
Phillips, Philadelphia attorney,
reform Democrat and city planning official, at public, addresses
at Hastings.
Election of Lee Jarnegin, IIA,
as vice president; Martin Eber,
IA, as secretary; Mrs. Barbara
Israelstam, IIA, as social and finance chairman, and Jerry Shaefer, hIA, as issues chairman.
A "Victory Dance" for more
than 200 at the Federal Reserve
Lounge, held after the elections
in conjunction with San Francisco Young Democrats.
Continuous effort on the part
of individual members in the
various campaign headquarters
fo r thfe Presidential, Senate, and
state candidates, and in the No
On 14 campaigns in San Francisco, earned high praise from
Demo Campaign Chairman.

Hastings vWives
Moving Ahead

bearable.
But to accomplish all their future plans they need the help of
all concerned. The club at the
moment is in need of augmenting its membership. To do this
they are planning a huge membership drive in an attempt to enroll every available person. Unfortunately they have discovered
the fact that the vast majority of
the wives are already members.
Undaunted by this, they are sending out a plea to every eligible
male student in the school to
quickly get married, in the hope
of attainingr their goal of a bigger
and better club.
Though this may at first sound
somewhat like a drastic proposal, we law students must not
be a selfish bunch. We cannot
expect to get that much needed
cup of hot coffee on Saturday
morning5 without makingr some
sacrifice; remember that we are
professional men in a professional school and must learn to
take the good with the bad.

eo t

The Hastings YRs held their
meeting on Friday, Nov. 27, at
which the Membership, Program,
Tutoring and Scholarship Committees were formed, as promised
by the administration during its
campaign last April. Chairman
Bob Reynolds explained the
purpose of these committees is to
make the Hastings Chapter a
more viable political organization and one which will aid in
the enjoyment and success of its
members in law school. The Tutoring Committee is geared toward helping First Year- members get through that year. As
explained by Chairman Reynolds,
the club is interested in keeping as many Republicans in
school as possible. Also planned
to aid the members is a student
loan fund for YRs, the feasibility
of which is now being studied by
the Scholarship Committee.
The Program Committee has
announced that the club will kick
off this year's speaker program
with a talk by S. F. attorney
Jim Halley, Vice-Chairman of
the Republican State Central
Committee. The date of his talk
will' be announced soon. Also
planned is another YR party, to
coincide with Lincoln's Birthday
next semester. The Membership
chairman, Bob Taggert, emphasized that the club needs many
more members if it is to be an
effective voice in S. F. County
Republican politics. "All Republican viewpoints are necessary to
make a winning political party,"
said Taggert. Chairman Reynolds
backed him up, saying "We'd
like to see every Republican at
Hastings a mnember, whether he's
liberal,- moderate. or conservative."

NEW BOOKS
IN LIBRARY

Latin-English, English-Latin by
D. P. Simpson. 1964.
Ludwig. Frederick J. Youth and
the law: handbook on laws affecting youth. 1955.
Seavey, Warren A. Handbook of
the law agency. 1964.
Wallach, Kate. Research in Louisiana law. 1958.
Younger, Richard D. The people's
panel: the grand jury in the
United States, 1934-1941. 1963.
SUTRO ROOM
Bentham, Jeremy. C om pl1ete
handbook of political fallacies.
Rev. ed. by Harold A. Larrabee. 1963.
Marke, Julius J., ed. The Holmes
reader. 2nd ed. 1964.
Smith-Hughes, Jack. Nine
dicts on violence. 1956.
PERIODICAL
Santa Clara Lawyer.

ver-
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The wife of a first year student once remarked, as she
glanced about the Hastings foyer, "this seems a sterile
place.," To many not accustomed to the building, and to
some who are, the stark functionalism of the composition
floors and the flaccid blond finish of the woodwork combine
to provide all the warmth and personality of a recovery room.
Buildings have personalit -ies. In no city in the state, and
in few in the nation, is this more apparent than in San Francisco. The contrast, engendered by the variety, the good and
the atrocious, the old and the new, combine to produce the
effect of stimulation. One is aware of the surroundings.
It is ironic that this is not the case with California's oldest law school. The halls and offices, classes and library
inspire nothing more than a salient sense of neutralism.
There is a depressing blandness about the place that is worse
than mere poor taste. Of course, it 'Is offensive to none, for
there is nothing present to be offensive to anyone. The
building has no character. It is difficult to imagine Professor
Pomeroy working here on his treatise on Equity.
That is not to say that all that is not of the gaslight era
-is spineless. There is nothing wrong with the contemporary;,
indeed a sense of motion or the future would well be incorporated here. We do not object to the presence of an
atmosphere, but rather to the absence of one.
That old Hastings institution, taking roll in class, reappeared, briefly last week to the chagrin of many second and.
third year students. That some of the professors were dissatisfied with the absences of some of the members of their
classes was already known; thus the. measure was something
less than a complete surprise. Yet rumor was rampant that
the reported absentees would be faced. with rather severe
penalties.
Not so, stated. Dean Arthur M. Sammis, in an interview
with the Voir Dire. No action will be taken against those reported absent in the days before Thanksgiving holiday, for,
there had been no warning of any sort of a crackdown on this
problem. Of course, there remains the matter of each professor's discretion with respect to the grades achieved. by
students in his class. Were a professor to feel that a person's
attendance had been such as to cast doubt on, the value of
the instruction. received in, that case, no doubt some action
might be taken by that professor. This is a right of each of
the members of the "65 Club".
When asked why the attendance checks had been taken,
the Dean replied that his reasons were twofold; first, there
what is already here. That it is possible to make something had been some expression of faculty dissatisfaction with the
of the existing plant is shown by the existence of the Sutro status quo, and, second, Dean Sammis wished to find out by
survey whether there was any large-scale defection from,
Room. It would seem not unreasonable to plan some pro- this
class
for the entire post-Thanksgiving weekend. The latter in,gram which, when combined with the normal, periodic main- formation was desired in conjunction with the organization
tenance of the school, would give a face lift reflective of a of next year's schedule of classes.
little thought and a sense of the aesthetic. It would be money
The Dean explained that Hastings must certify its graduating students to the California State Bar, assuring that
well spent.
each student granted the degree has regularly attended
E.J.F.l
classes for -the prescribed number of units. There is no specific percentage of classes actually attended in each case to
be attested; the general statement that attendance has been
i4regular"~ is all that is required. The Dean further stated
that Hastings was not organized as a correspondence school,
and stressed the obvious importance of regular class attend~Xoir
ance.
Two problems exist in the second year, continued Dean
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Sammis, which tend to aggravate the problem of attendance
Eric J. Fygi
at classes for part of the year. Both the Moot Court and Law
Journal programs involve the expenditure of what is perMANAGING EDITOR
haps an inordinate amount of time by the second year stu.Noel Engel_
dents, These activities tend to overshadow- the supervening
Business Manager
News Editor
purpose of the law school-classroom instruction. Ways of
Kenneth Wilson
David Pantoja
lessening the burdens incumbent upon these programs are
Circulation Manager
Feature Editor
James Racusin
Steve Burtnett
This criticism is of little value if nothing can be done
about it. But that is not the case. When one enters the Sutro
Room it is as coming to a world apart from the rest of this
building. There is aln atmosphere of contemplative detachment from the sterile tension of the rest of the library. The
trim and appointments give the Sutro Room a sense of
warmth found nowhere else at Hastings. There is a mood
about the room which matches its purpose.
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LETTERS
TO HE
EDITOR
Two practice(s o)milte Pait, Of
Hastings students reflect poorly
ofl the character-s of the indi.viduals responsible as well .s the
school. The first of these is the
defacement or removal of properly posted notices On the bulletin
boards. It is certainly not consistent with the protection) of the
first amendment freedomn of
speetch when an individual takes
it upon himself to cens5or the legitimate opinions of. others,,It,
may be further pointed out that
part of the oath tor admnission.
to the Bar is a pledge to support.
botla the California and United
States ConstitutionsThe other practice is the false
representation of tact, in order to
discredit one with whom. one disagrees. That is Illustrated. by a
recent incident, The Hastinas
Democratic Club pi-esented Chet
Duncan of the Congr-ess of Racial
Equality, The question, of the se-,
verity of the sentence given DrBurbridge by Judge French 'was
raised. At the close of the discussion, when all, present were
leavingr and there remained no
opportunity for rebuttal, a student asserted that Judge French
was a Negro. Though- this was art
obvious falsehood, the timing, of
l
the remark made iintic,
reprehensible.
Smear' tactics and lhc sitp,
pression of the s lews of otheirs,
are hallmarks of extr emism
which have no place ithe~ legal
profession or in students preparing--,for that protession,

The Hastings Ushering Program is in danger of floundering, announced James Racusin.,
Program Chairman. The ushering program, by which Hastings
students have been able to at
tend many events of a cultural
or entertaining nature, has been
beset by a rash of inconsistent
participation, according, to Ramtsin.
The reason for this is that participation has been limited to
those events of more widespread.
popular appeal, Despite a point
system whereby ushers who have
recently attended, a less popular
event are given priority of assignment for the next popular
event, there has been insufficient
participation in the less appealing functions to provide the continuity that is necessary, for the
program to continue in its present form.
Continued Racusin, 'Thc reason that we have as mnany good
events to choose from this year
is that less attractive ones were
attended last year. as well. as the
more desirable ones." Racusin
concluded that, if the present
trend was to continue, the choice
of events offeredA the Hastings
ushers next year would not be
as attractive as thisyer
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THE CONSTIMlTION AND CRIMINAL PROCESS

III

A native Californian, 39--year-old Ed Cragen is a graduate of Loyola High School and the University of (alifornia at Los A ngeles (A .A.-,1B.A.). He graduated from Hasings College of the Law
(LLB) in 1952 af ter helping finance his legal training as a Fuller brush man.
c~lro h
Durng
['rid['ar Ihe served in the United States Naval Air Corps. Hei
Disabled A merican Veterans, Local Chapter No. 3.
-Mr. Cragen has had 12 outstanding years of experience as a criminal trial lawyer having practiced at the State, Federal and Appellate levels. He is a member of the American Bar Association;
the Lawyers Club; the State Bar of California; the Criminal Trial Lawyers' Association of Northern California; and has been a past member of various committees for criminal justice of the Bar
Association of San Francisco.
He is considered an expert on the use of "Demonstrative Evidence" in criminal trials, and has
spoken on this subject at the annual Criminal Law Seminar moderated by Nathan Cohn.
PEOPLE vs. DORADO Revisited
By EDWARD CRAGEN,
Hastings Class of 1952
On August 31, 1964, in a Majority Opinion written by Mr.
Justice Matthew Tobriner, the
California Supreme Court handed down its 5-2 decision in the
case of People vs. Dorado, 61
AC -892.,
At page 893, the court stated
the gcist of its holdingr:
k"We hold-, in the light of recent
decisions of the United States
Supreme Court, that, once the
investigation focused on defendant, a n y incriminating
statements given by defendant
during interrogation by the in.
vestigating officers became inandmissible in the absence of
counsel and by failure of the
officers to advise defendant of
his right to an attorney and
his right to remain silent. The
admission into evidence of a
confession obtained in such a
manmer requires reversal."
On September 15, 1964, a petiIjon fo1- ehearing was filed with
the couirt.The Petition bore the
sijgnatwres ot the Attorney Gener-l1 thr*ee Deputies Attorney
General, 56 District Attorneys,
194 Chiefs of Police and the
Vhrif
IO39 counties of the
eiraing was granted
!-3e
\
on Sept embei 24, 1964 and the
case will h(-. eai gted.Decenmber
15, 1964,
Thus, at, the time of publication, the controv7ersial opinion
has assumed ihe position of be,n.a 'leclaroatior of policy by
the Supreme Court and is not
niecessarily the law of this State.,
Critics of the decision have
stated that the law set forth
therein is novel and revolutionary. They have stated that the
decision has no precedent in
Anglo-American Law, and the
holding will seriously impair law
enforcement and. handcuff the

ROBERT B. DORADO, center
of legal storm,,

police in their investigations. All
these contentions are untrue.
At the time the, issue was
argued before the Supreme
Court on February 4, 1964, Appellant based his argument on
Griffiths vs. Rhay. (9th Circuit)
282 F.2d 711 (1960). Griffiths
was convicted of murder in the
State of Washington. While being interrogated, he was informed that anything he said
could be used against him but
was not told that he had the
right to remain silent and not
answer questions. He was not
asked if he had an attorney nor
advised that one would be provided without expense if desired.
Griffiths did not request an at-.
torney,
The Court stated at page 718:
"We hold that under the circumstances of this case the reception in evidence of a signed
coiifession based on questioning
conducted while Griffiths was
without the assistance of counsel and at a time when he had
not declined such assistance,
deprived him of due process of
law within the meaning of the
14th Amendment. In the light
of this holding the fact that
the record contains other evidence of guilt which may be
considered overwhelming is
immatei-ial, (Citations)"
Thus, in. 1960, the United
States Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit issued its mandate
to the State of Washingrton to
re-try Griffiths in accord with
the principles set forth in Dorado.
Dorado was argrued before the
California Supreme Court in the
first week of February. 1964 and
prioi to the decisions of the
United States Supreme Court in
Massiah vs. United States, 377
U.S. 201, 84 S.Ct. 1199, (Decided
May 18. 1964) and Escobedo vs.
Illinois, 378 U.S. 478, 84 S.Ct.
1758 (Decided June 22, 1964). It
is interesting to note that Mr.
Justice Tobriner did not cite
Griffiths in his opinion in Dorado. Perhaps this waszdue to

States Supreme Court read part
of the Fifth Amendment to the
United States Constitution into
the Sixth Amendment in Massiah
vs. United States (supra), joining them in order to assure protection of the individual rights
protected thereunder. The right
against self-incrimination, appearing in Massiah as "the right
to remain silent" has become an
integral part of the right to
counsel. These rights are absolute and shall remain unfettered.
See Massiab vs. United States
(supra) and Malloy vs. Hogan,
378 U.S. /
s, 12 L.Ed. 2d 653,
659. Malloy refers to the Fifth
Amendment with the traditional
words "right against self incrimination" and uses the same terms
of absoluteness as used by the
court regarding the S i x t h
Amendment in Massiah. There
is no question that these federal
standards shall, control the states
thi-ough the Fourteenth Amendment. See Murphy vs. Waterfront Commissioners of New
York, 378 US. 52, 12 L. Ed. 2d
678,1694.
[Apparently, the United States
Supreme Court has ratified and
confirmed Griffiths vs. Rhay,
(supra) .1
It must be concluded that the
Supreme Court of the United
States in Massiah and Escobedo
holding that the absolute right to
counsel under the Sixth Amendment and the absolute right to
remain silent under the Fifth
Amendment, being applied -to
the states through the Fourteenth Amendment, places an affirmative duty upon law enforcement officers to inform an accused of such rights in absolute
terms at the moment the investigation has "focused upon him."
Much criticism of the Court's
opinion in Dorado has come from
prosecutors and law enforcement
officers who attempt to distinguish Dorado from Escobedo
on the ground that Dorado did
not request an attorney prior to
his interrogation, whereas Esco-,
bedo not only requested an attorney but his attorney was pDhys-

uations in Dorado and Griffiths
being similar and California being within the Ninth Circuit, it
wouild appear that the result attained in Dorado by the decision
therein would have been obtained from the Ninth Circuit in
any event.
Without stating the proposition. in precise words, the United

son accused of crime that he
has such rights?.
If this sort of procedure is
going- to handcuff law enforcement, then it appears that there
is something wrong with law enforcement practices. If there has
been a long standing practice not
to so advise an accused, the historic regularity of this unlaw-

ful practice cannot be the justi,
fication foir its continuance,

Editor's Note:
The attorney general, in his
Petition for Rehearing states
that the rule of Dorado would
be completely unworkable.
Though a rehearing has been
granted, many courts on the trial
level have been following the
rule set f orth in Dorado. An examination of the trial court cases
where Dorado has been asserted
to make incriminating statements inadmissible is interesting. We have examined the
records of Department 6 of the
Superior Court of the State of
California, in and for the City
and County of San Francisco,
and have found the following
cases and results where admissions and incriminating statements have been excluded under
Dorado: People vs. William A.
Howard, Action No. 63799, on
September 1, 1964, defendant
was granted a mistrial and his
case was transferred to Department 11 of said Superior Court,
where, on October 1, 1964, he entered a plea of "guilty" to a violation of Penal Code §459, burglary; People vs. Katherine Ann
Murray, Action No. 63810, on
September 22, 1964, the defendant was found "guilty" by a
jury of violation of Penal Code
§211, robbery; People vs. John L.
Baker, Action No. 63928, on November 5, 1964, defendant was
f ound "guilty" by a jury of a
violation of Penal Code §211,
robbery, with the jury unable to
reach a verdict on a count of

violation of Penal Code §459,
burglary; People vs. Sydney MI.gas, Action No. 63928 on Novenmber 5, 1964 defendant was found
"guilty" by a jury of violations of Penal Code §211 and
§459, robbery and burglary.
Thus from a practical standpoint
it appears that even pending,
cases, where the arrests were
made prior to the decisions in
Dorado, Dorado has not been un-,
workable and possibly will not
be the feared creature and tool
of unlawfulness against law enforcement.

The California Attorney
General's office w as approached by the Voir Dire
in an attempt to present
both sides of this controversy in a fair and just
manner. They declined to
comment on this subject
for various reasons but did
not object to our publication. We fully realize that
Mr. Cragen's article is not
the only view held by members of the legal profession
upon this far reaching decision. The Voir Dire has
always attempted to present news of interest and
importance to it's readers
and would be more than
happy to publish the views
of any other member of the
legal profession familiar
with this case. The Voir
Dire itself takes no position
on the matter other than
merely attempting to inform it's readers.
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Perhaps it was not entirely an accident that Bentham's "Hand,
book of Political Fallacies" was reissued in 1952 during the so-called
'McCarthy Era," and loolking back to that period, the book could
have been a thrust aainst the excesses of some of McCarthy's
critics as well. It is a guide to the detection and avoidance of hokum
and distortion in the utterances of a speaker or writer.
Reviewing recent history, and especially the recent presidential
campaign, one realizes that Bentham's "fallacies" are still being
used today.
Jeremy Bentham was the recognized founder of the Utilitarian
School (or, as it was called in its earlier days, the school of Philosophical Radicals). A philosopher and jurist, Bentham was more
interested in reforming existing laws than practicing his profession
uLnder them. He began his campaign for reform innocent of the bareknuckle nature of politics, and naively assumed that man is not
only a political animal, but a rational one.
All that would be required to persuade those in authority to
mnake a needed refoi'm, he thought, would be to prove by reason
alone that this would be needed. He even had the magic formula
(which was also his fundamental ethical doctrine) that was to serve
as an infallible guide for the legislature-"the greatest good to the
greatest numbers." That is, an action is moral to the degree that
it is useful, the usefulness of an action being its; capacity for giving
pleasure over pain. "I was," he wi'ites, "a great reformist, but never
.suspe-cted the 'people in power' were against refoi'm. I supposed
th1.ey only wanted to know what was good in order to embrace it."
Such, Bentham was soon to feel, was not the case.
After many rebuffs in his refoi'm efforts, Bentham came to
understand the tactics of the people who opposed. what he thought
were the needed reforms. He became alert for the specious arguinents that he called "fallacies." With a largDe staff of seci'etaries,
he accumulated and methodically catalogued the opposition's "tricks"
lik,-e a soit of maverick Machievelli. His conclusions were first issued
in 1825 by a devoted disciple, and were reassembled- in 1952 by
Hlarold Larrabee (whom we can thank, also, for making Bentham's
sometimes obscure writing style more clear').
The Complete Handbook of Political Fallacies was a painstaking
attempt to oppose the principle of "Utility io what Bentham eonsidered the fallacious appeals to "Authority," "Danger." "Delay'
and "Confusion." To look at only two of these fallacies, we see that
the fallacy of danger includes all manner of devices for makingr the
proposed measure appear dangei'ous without giving rational consideration to its actual predictable consequences. Especially useful
here are all kinds of vilification and vituperation directed against
the proponents of the measure that they are suspiciouIs chai'acters,
that they have sinister motives, that they have disreputable associates, that the proposal unde r attack bears i'esemblance (even in
name only) to some other' policy or proposal that is in bad odor
with the public, that the project under debate may not be so bad

we now be barred fiom using some of the "defenses" as a justification for action (or inaction)? May we never use as a guide the
wisdom, or even experiences, of those who have preceded us in
history, or take into account the traditions of our country? The
invocation of histoi'y and tradition would violate Bentham's first,
fallacy-that of "Authoi'ity" (and it might be added, his ethical
mnotistandaid of Utility),. Are oil legal "fictions" just falsehoods
9
vated by "sinister interests," as Bentham would suggcest I think
not. To invoke history or tiadition may be justified, anil a legal
fiction may be the vehicle for ti'uth at a particular time,
These brief examples indicate that perhaps the evil in using an
argument which Bentham has tei'med a fallacy is not necessarily
being less rational (or logical), but less honest. This book serves
its main pui'pose in pi'oviding a guide foi' inci'easing oui' ability to
discriminate between the sound and the unsound. It is especially
pei'tinent to those entering the legal woi'ld where a pi'emium should
be placed on verbal cleanliness.

NOW OFFERING MAJOR COURSES IN
FIRST,, SECOND, THIRD YEAR SUBJECTS
APPLICATIONS BEING ACCEPTED FOR THE
BAR EXAM WRITING TECHNIQUE COURSE
BEGINS DECEMBER..
FOR THE MARCH-AUGUST BAR-1965

1i

TELEPHONE 626-5377 OR UN 1-4414

Attorney L~ou Ashe, sitting as
attorney Judge Lit a recent round,
had ,ome terse advice for' a student participant. Aftei' backingr
himi inito a legal corner', Ashe adinonished the tyi'o with "If you
are light on your legral feet, you
had better be heavy on your legal
brains." Exception noted
Stan Rodeni illustrated his moot
coiirt pi'esentation with. economic
charts that would put Samuelson
to shame .. . Board. member' Yale
Hai'low and attorney-judge Melyin Belli, ietui'ned from dinner
for the 8:00 round 50 minutes
it is rumoi'ed that they
late ,
will collaborate on a book called
"Inside Rocca's" .0 . Bill McMillan told his student-judge,
Larry Nagin, to be pi'epai'ed for
any emergency the night of his
oi'al argument . . - Bill's wife
would be expecting both a winniney husband and their first
One participant cleverchild.
ly answered a quei'y fiom the
Chief Justice by answer-ing "We
haven't g)otten fai' enough in
Equity to answer your question."

HatLnLse

ra

DEAN SNODGRASS
OIL UNVEILED . a.i
Continued from Page I-

Also unveiled were two resolutions passed by the Senate of
the State of Califoirnia, and the
California State Assembly, respectively. The resolutions expressed the deep regard held by
th l 0a
the" StateLegisoltic fr

PROFESSOR HARNO returns to Hastings after sojourn as
court administrator,

make Hastings what it is today.
We who are students as Hastings
owe Dean David E. Snodgrass a
great debt for giving to us the
oppoi'tunity to study the Law at
Hastings which his foiresight was
insti-umental in molding.

The American Law Student
Association is commencing its
membership drive for the Spring
semester. The Association is a
nation-wide oi'ganization composed of students from member
law schools. The i'egistration fee
foi new membei's is two dollars
and registration blanks may be
obtained in the Voir Dii'e office
by those interested in joining.
The Association sponsoi's the
National Moot Court Competition and also publishes a magazine, "The Student Lawyer," sent
free of' chai'ge to its members.
Foi' some unknown ireason member-ship in this oi'ganization has
neveir flourished at Hastings nor
at manyr of the other prominent
law schools in the ai'ea. Whether
this be the fault of the Association oi' of the students, has never
been decided, but many students
apparently study law, pass the
bar-, and become good lawyers
without ever enjoying the benefits 01 membership,

Professor Albert .1-arnio. a distinguishedi legal edu'atoi,
oo
has returned to Hastings this year after a tour ~to his home state of Illinois to serve as Administrator
Courts for the Illinois Judicial System.
Professor Harno studied at Dakota Wesleyan (Ji mvorsty,
is los-ma!,
receiving a Bachelor of Science degree in 191
legal training was received at Yale wheie he eatnied ani
LL.B. degree in 1914. After graduation from Yale Professor
Harno came to Califoinia and
has been active in many ot tlhe
enggedin-he renralpractice
f{Ae
oi'kallizations.
he enealpi-ofessional
enggedin
of law for thi-ee yeai's, He was has Served as president of th-Illinois State Bar Association,
admitted to the California Bar
was a member of the Boai'd )f
in 1915 and has ieimained a
of the Amierican Bar
sice tat tme.Goveinors
membr
nru
asas
Asoito-n
Pirofessor Hai-no began his
bei' of the House of Delegates
served
that
orgyanization.tRe
of
tecigZ
aei-a>asbi
t
fr woyeI'aspeint
Collegre of the Law in Topeka
Kansas in 1917. From thei'e ne
the American Judicature Sowent to the Univer-sity of Kan- cietzy. He was piesident of the.
sas and then in. 1921, to the Uni-Comsinrontif.,1Sae
versity of Illinois as Professor Laws duringr the tume that the
UnfimC mecaCoeW'
of Law. In 1922 Pi-ofessoir1-at-no
ofessilodeai'os
was appointed Dean of the Udeveoped.
an~
ceo'iutosdo. h lgaProfesso
School of Law, a post he held
sionthaveti'nsothy eenlipoes
until his retirement in 1957T
nized by special awards from tb'-!
After his retiirement from the
American Judicaturle Society 'and
Univei'sity of Illinois, Professot
Harno went to U.C.L.A. as acting from- the Fellows of the' Ameri
Dean and Professor of Law for can Bair Association.
Pi-ofessor Hai'no's active inthe year of 1957-58 while the law
school was undertaking a reoi-- terest in the legal pi-olession has
ganization of the faculty. In 1958 led him to write books and iiProfessor Harno

came

to Has-

ingrs and was here for two yeai's
before he was asked. to I-etur'n
to Illinois to serve as Administrator of Courts for the Illinois
Judicial System. Dui'ing this
four-year stay in Illinois Pi-ofessor Harno had an opportunity to
work on a major change on. the
Illinois court system. This woik
resulted in a Judicial, Article
which became effective in January 1964.
The legal profession itself bla,
always been of particular intei.
est to Piofessor Harno and, be

tidles in this field as welt as ini
the fields of his special interests

which are criminal law and piceduic and evidence. Two suItil
books ai'e Legal Education in the(United States, published throulth
the American. Bar Associatio~n
and Selected Readings in the
Legal Profession written with
Professor Bi'adwav sod a third
author in conjunction with the
Associatioii of American l aw
Schools.
Hastings welcornes 1'iotfes
Haino back t0 the Sxytr
Club,
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Boat Ride Cont'd.

Moot Court Schedule
Rd.
No.
25

Date

Board Member Judge

Attorney

f-ri., Dec. 4

Green

Amandes

Ben Lerer

Mon

Dec, 7

Keller

Carter

Bernard

8

2.-.
TcsDec.

C hie r

Mask

Pinney

28

W/ed, Dec 9

Owen

Chambers

Petris

29

EIfhurs., Dec. 10

Temple

Levin

Davis

Ensign

Molinari

Pa Imq ui st

H aim

Axe Irod

Cantillon

Harlow

Bostick

Silverman

30

Fri,,Dec. 14

31)Mon,
32

Dec. 14

Toes,! Dc

15

AndT h e erre
Went U nrestrained

Enrollments Up
In First Year
Saturday, IDecember 5 has
heen selected as the date for the
.Annual Thur ston Society Banquet, The Society's reputation
for excelling in any venture they
may undertake will not suffer in
any way by this event. In the
past these -feasts have always
been a great success, due mostly
to the vor-acious appetites of its
members which is surpassed only
by their hungei- for knowledge.
President- Steve Silver expects
ai record tunrout for this year 's
ievent, noting that the members
have that "Ilean and hungry
look.'" Though the main course
has not as yet been announced,
nor the location, judging from
past performances the Thurston
Society will come through in its
usual manner,

Enrollment at Hastings for the
Fall Semester has reached an
all time high. The figures as released by Mrs. Olga Wellman,
Hastings' Admission Officer, are
as follows:
1st Year
2nd Year
3rd Year
1-A 200
1I-A 162
Ill-A 136
1-B3 125
Il-B 137
111-B 120
I-C 207
Total, 532 Total 299 Total 256
In addition to these figures
thiere are two graduate students,
11 special students and one auditor for a total school enrollment of 1091 students. Applications for the fall semester of 1965
were accepted as of November 13,
1964 and to date there have been
approximately 200 applications
filed.

The Voir Dire
SPECIAL STUDENT OFFER
Witkin's- CALIFORNIA CRIMES and CALIFORNIA
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
2 Volumes. A new and modern treatise on California subst.anfive and procedural law of crimes.

SUMMARY OF CALIFORNIA LAW
4 Volumes, The mnajor subjects of the substantive law
critically examined and concise ly stated.

CALIFORNIA PROCEDURE
\mVolumes. A comprehensive treatment of procedure and
practice,

CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE
.Volume. The trial lawyer's long-awaited

and widely-used

ma.nual,

ORDER.
NOW

3 At special student terms
2. Receive future supplements free whille attending law
%chool
R~ENDER-MOSS COMPANY, 315 Brannan Street, San Francisco, 94107
Pekase send

,-'r

Witkins CALIFORNIA CRIMES and
CALIFORNIA CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, 3 volls. 85.00 plus tax
Witki,±,v $UMMARY OF CALIFORNIA LAW, 4 volls.,
$96.00 plus tax
T'Witkin CA-LiFORNIA PROCEDURE, 3 volls.
$8.0puta
-1Watkin's CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE, I vol
.
.$25.00 plus tax
el-CToJ DFNJ ±PRMS:
Ary n or t)so sets---$!10.00 and $5--.00 a month.
I Anus tfO ee o
four sets--$10.00 clown and $10.00 a month
CASH PRIC O01i RDERS OF $50.00 OR MORE,Check snc~losed les % plus 40/ sales tax on net amount.
Sorcpplmrnnts to be piovided at no charge while attending law school

P-icturedt above are some of tne
happy individuals in attendance
at the latest Hastings extravaganza, compared by some to the
maiden voyage of the Titanic
though this event was much
more extravagant. If a comparison must be made, Hastings
"Mutiny on the Bay' was more
comparable to the sinking of the
Lusitania. Though Hastings version of the mutinous crew of the
good ship Bounty never did find
their Pitcairn Island, it must be
said that they had a good time
trying.
In passing it must. be said the

Typewriter
Guy
PERRY & GUY

taftocaooo

I am presently a.

oo, D00

QVG0.

.............

year student at the following law schol..

any lengths.
Those members of the student
body who may have been so on
fortunate as to have missed thisBachanaal need not despair. The
Voir Dire has it on the best information that the AssociatCed
Students are planning an even
bigger and better affair. Though
not committing himself, Mary
Anderson, stated that the next
function would be "surprising'"
to say the least. It is advised that
if and when the next activity is
scheduled more of the students
will avail themselves of the fun
and merriment provided.

Though "70" makes a
golfer quite ecstatic
At Hastigc-s it's deemved
slightly erratic

FOR EXAM PERIOD
RESERVE NOW

'DRepaired
Cis

Associated S~tudtenttbodly Piesident, John Elwin made a promsing Captain Bligh. Though not
ais portly as Charles Laughton,
Mr. Biwins receding haii-line
gives him that air of distinction
which all tyrranical sea Captain
need. If anyone should question
his ability to lead men, we can
only direct them to his outstanding record of leadership here at
Hastings. Marvin Anderson must
draw, accolade as the singing Mr.
Christian. Though Mary would
never think of advising men to
mutiny, a note from his golden
thr oat would drive men to almost

1184 Market Street
UNderhill 1-4644
At 8th

So, if you're hoping for a
/95,"/ don't spend time improving your drive!

ALL SORTS OF GRADE BOOSTERS AVAILABLE AT
* HARRY B. LAKE LAW BOOKS

138 McAllister St.

UN 3-2900

138 McAllister St.

UN 3-2900

Noyember 30,1964

Hastings College of the Law
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Delicatessen and Restaurant

CIVIC CENTER BOOKS

*CATERING.
UN 1-3312

234 McAllister
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Which come first

..
.
V.

*

TENTH YEAR

ch'icken

Conducted by:
JEROME SACK and FRANCIS C. YEE
THIRD YEAR
SECOND YEAR
FIRST YEAR
COURSES:COURSES:
COURSES:

/........
eA

Contracts
Torts
Property

TO PUT IT ANOTHER WAY, WHICH COME FIRST

BOKS OR CLIENTS?
With regard to Federal Law does a lawyer
Start by building his Federal practice with United States Codei
Annotated as the foundation and thereby establish that he is
does he
equipped to answer Federal questions
Delay until the day he has somehow accumulated a number of
Federal questions before getting the United States Code
Annotated to find the answers?
We all know that the more a lawyer can show he is equipped
to deal with problems, the more likely he will be recommended,
retained, or referred. Discover how easy it is to own USCA
do for you.
( Less than 500 a day buys it) and what IjSCA can
Call or write f or f ull details.
,or

JAMES B. NOEL, JR. -DON
WEST PUBLISHING CO.
DO2-0227
275 Bush St., an Franda~co

BLOCKHUS

jj

I

Federal income Taxs

Constitutional Law
Evidence
Equity

I

Estate and Gift Tax
Conflicts

CONTEXT OF COURSES
*Analysis and lectures on the
substantive law
*Practice Examinations
*Examination writing technique
*Grading of student's answers
ona selective basis

California Gold Roomn, 1231 Market Street
Mezzanine Floor, San Francisco, Call (1,1'_
*Meetings arraniged so as not to conflict with regular classes
*Enrollments Still Being Accepted.
*For further Information Call: Market 6-5317 or Underhill.-1-414

